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1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of semi-inner products in real normed spaces was first introduced by G. Lumer [6], but

its history can be traced to S Mazur [8]. Recently, the semi-inner product theory has made great

progress (cf. [9,11 ]) and it plays an important role in the theory of accretive operators and dissipative

operators, differential equations, linear and nonlinear semigroups in Banach spaces and Banach space
geometry theory (see [1,2,3,4,5,7]) The purpose of this paper is to imroduce the concept of semi-inner

products in locally convex spaces and to study their basic properties. As for the applications of our

results, we shall give in another paper.
2. RESULTS

In this section, we shall always assume that E is a real locally convex space generated by a family of
seminorms {p}r, where I is an index set

PROPOSITION 2.1. For each z 6 E, y 6 E and I, the following hold:

(i) h-l(p,(z + by) p,(z)) is a nondecreasing function in h G (0, + oo) and it is bounded from

below,

(ii) h-l(p,(z) p,(z hll)) is nonincreasing in h G (0, + oo) and bounded from upper,

(iii) h-l(p,(z) p,(z by)) < h-l(p,(z + by) p:(z)) for h (0, + oo)
PROOF. (i) For any hi, h2 6 (0, + oo), hi < hg_, since

p,(x + hy) p,(x) pi(x + h2"hhy) p,(x)
p,(hh(x + h2y) + (1 hlh)x) p,(x)

<_ p(hlhl(27 "t- h2/)) + p,((1 hlh’l)z)
hhlp(z -t- h2y) -I- (1 h]hl)p(x) p,(x)

h2-1 h (p, (27 -]-- h2/) p, (27).
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Therefore we have hl(p,(x + hly) pt(x)) <_ hl(p(x + h2y) p,(x)).
Moreover, it is obvious that h-(p,(x + hy) p,(x)) > p,(y)
(ii) By the same way, we can prove that (ii) is tree.

(iii) is obvious
Next, we define

IX, l]+ lim h-1 (]9 (3c + hy) V, (x)),
h--,O

Ix, y]: lira h-(V,(x) pi(x by)).
hO

Now we list some propies of [x, y] as follows:
PROPOSION 2.2. (i) Ix, y][ Ix, y])"

(ii) [Ix, y][ p,(y),
(iii) [[x,y] -[x, z][ p,(y- z)"
(iv) [z, y] [z, y]? x,

(ix) [x, y] is upper se-comuous in x, y e E md Ix, y]: is lower se-cominuous x, y e E;
(x) Ifx(t) [a,b] E is differemiable in t e (a,b) in the sense tMt

lira
p’(x(t + t) x(t) x’(t)t)

0 for l e I
to

d m,(t) p:(x(t)), then

D+m,(t) im
,(t + h) ,(t)

hO+ h [(t), ’
D-.,(t) nm ,(t)- ,(t- h)

h-o/ h [x(t),x’(t)]:, I.

PROOF. (i)-(v) is obvious.

(vi) Since

) )h-l(p,(x + h(y + z)) pi(x)) h- Pi (x + 2hy) + -(x + 2hz)

< (p,(x + 2hy)- I(x))
+h h

we know that [x, y + z]: [x, V]? + [x, z]?. On the other d, since

( (1 1h-l(pt(x) p,(x h(y + z))) h-1 pi(x) Pt (x 2by) + (x 2hz)

by the se way wec prove that

[, v + ]: [, v]? + [, ]:.

(i) By () Ix, y] [x, y + z z] [x, y + z] + [x, z]?. By (iv), [x,
d so [x, y]: + Ix, z]7 [x, V + z] By ()d (iv) agn, we have Ix, y +

(i) Since [x,y+ax]? Ix, y]: + [x, ax] [x,y] + ap,(x), by (i)we have

[, v] + [, ]: [, v] + p,(), d so [, v + ]) [, v] + v,()
Sillily wec prove tt Ix, y + ax]: [x, y]: + ap, (x).
(ix) Since
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if xT- x, y y, we get

li-- Ix,, y,]+ < Y-’h-l(p,(zT- + hy,) p,(x.,-)) h-(p,(x + hy) p,(x)),

and so

li-- Ix,, y,],+ < lim h-l(p,(x + hx) p,(x)) [x,y]+,
h.-.O

On the other hand, since [xT-,y.,-]( > h-(p,(xT-) p,(x- hyT-)), we have

lirn [xT-, y]- _> Ix, y]-.

(x) Since

Ih-(m,(t + h) rn,(t)) h-(p,(x(t) + hx’(t)) pi(x(t)))l
Ih-(p,(x(t + h))- p,(x(t)+ hx(t))) < h-p,(x(t + h) x(t)- hx’(t)) O,

as h O+

we know that D+m(t) Ix(t), x’ (t)]+.
Similarly we can prove that D-re(t) [x(t), x’ (t)]-
Let E" be the dual space ofE. For each E I we define a mapping j, E 2E" by

j,() [/’, e E" /,() p,() an [z,u]? _< Y,(u) _< [z,u],+ Vu e E}. (2.)

It is obvious that j,(x) is convex Next we prove that j,(x) 0 for each x E E In fact, for any

given yo E, yo 0 we define

(1) Ifc > 0, then f, (ay0) [x, ay0],+,
(2) Ifa<0, then

f,(uo) -Ic,l[x, uo],+ -Ix, Ilyo],+ Ix, -Iluo]- Ix, yo]/- _< [x,o]/-.

Hence we have fi(ayo) < Ix, ayo],+ for all a R. By Proposition 2.2, Ix, y],+ is a subadditive function

of y E By Hahn-Banach theorem [10], there exists a linear function ," E R such that

,(ayo) ],(ayo) for all a R and Ix,

i.., [,u]? _< L(u) _<

This implies that ’, j, (x).
By the above argument and the Banach-Alaoglu theorem (see 10]) we have the following.

PROPOSITION 2.3. For any x E, I, j,(x) is a nonempty weak" compact convex subset of

PROPOSITION 2.4..Ix, y] +, max{f,(y), f, j,(x)};

Ix, y]( min(f(y)" f, j,(x)}.

I)IFINITION 2.1. For each e I, (x,y)+, p,(x). Ix, y] +, is called the upper semi-inner product

with respect to I. (x,y)? p, (x [x, y]? is called the lower semi-inner product with respect to

iI
DEFINITION 2.2. For any I, we define the mapping J, E 2E" by

J,(x) p,(x).j,(x) for all x E E,
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and it is called the duality mapping with respect to 6 I.
The following results can be obtained from Proposition 2 2-2.4 immediately

PROPOSITION 2.5. The semi-inner product defined in Definition 2.1 has the following properties

(i) (x, V)- <- (z, y),+,
(ii) [(x, y)[ <_ p, (x)- p (y),

(iii) I(x,y) (x,z),:i:] <_ p,(x)op,(y- z),
(iv) (x, y),+ (x, y)- (- x, y)-;
(v) (z,,-v) ,-(z, v), ,’, _> o;
(vi) (:, v + z)7 < (:, v)+, + (, ,)+, ad (:, v + z): > (:, v); + (:, ):"
(vii) (x, y + z){ _> (x, V),+ + (x, z) and (x, y + z)- _< (x, V)- + (x, z)+

(viii) (x, y + ax) (x, y) + cz (x), ’a e R;
(ix) (x, y)+ is upper semi-continuous and (x, y)- is lower semi-cominuous;

(x) Ifx(t) [a,b] E is differentiable in t e (a,b) in the sense that

lira
p,(x(t +/t) x(t) x’(t)./t) O, Vie I,

and m(t) (z(t)), then

D/m,(t) 2(x(t),z’(t))+, and D-m(t) 2(x(t),x’(t))3.

PROPOSITION 2.6. For any I, z E, J,(z) is nonernpty, weak" compact convex, and

(x,y)+, max{f,(v)" f, J,(x)}
(x,y)( min{f,(y): f, J,(x)}.

DEFINITION 2.:3. Let E R be any given convex function The subdifferential of at

x E (denoted by 0(x)) is defined by

o(z) {f e E" (z) () < f( v) for

THEOREM 2.1. Let ,(x) 1/2 (x), x E, then the subdifferential 0, is identical to duality

mapping
PROOF. Let f J,(x), then by (2.1) and Definition 2.2 and the fact that ][x,y],+ _< p,(y), we

have

1
f(: V) f(:) f(v) > V,() ,() "P,(V) > 5 0" () p; ())’

and so, f e 0,(z).
Conversely, if f 0(x), then

v,2() < ,(v) + 2-f(- v) for 1 v . (2.2)

Replacing y by x + hy in (2.2) we have

p2,(x)<_p2,(x+hy)-2h.f(y) for all yE and hR. (2.3)

When h > 0, we have

1 1- (p(: + hv) + p(z)). -g (v,(z + hv) p,(z)) > f(v), VV e Z. (2 4)

Letting h 0+ we have

,()’[,v],+ > f(v), vv e E. (2

If p,(x) 0, then f 0 Therefore f p,(x)j,(x) J(x), the desired conclusion is proved If

p, (x) 0, for h < 0, we have
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1 1
f()> (p,(+h)+,,()).O,,(+h)-p,()), V<O, eE.

Letting h 0-, we have

f(Y) > V, (x). [x, y]?. (2 6)

By(2 5)d (2.6), we ow that e j(x), e., f p,(x).j,(x) J(x)
Ts completes the proof
DEON 2.4. Let A D(A) C E 2E be a noinr multi-vued mapping A is sd to be

accretive, if

for 1 x, y D(A), u A(x), v A(y), I, A > O.

EOM.2. The follong conclusions e equivent:

(i) A" D(A) C E 2 is accretive,

(ii) [x y, u v]? 0 for 1 x, y D(A), u Ax, v Ay, I;
(iii) (x y, u v) O for Ml x, y e D(A), u e Ax, v Ay, e I
raoor. (i) (ii) Since x-(p,(x y + x(u v)) p,(x y)) o, let 0+ we get (i)

(i) (iii) is obous.

(iii) (ii). Sce (x y, u v)? p, (x y)[x y, u

(a) p,(x y) 0, then $-a(p,(x y + A(u v))) 0, d so Ix y, u v]? 0,

) Ifp, (x y) 0, then Ix y, u v]? 0.

(ii) (i). By Proposition 2.1, -(pi(x y + A(u v)) p,(x y)) is nondecreasing in

e(0, +)d

lim
p,(x y + $(u v)) p,(x y)

[ u, v]: o.
A0

Ts complcs he proof.
EOM 2.3. Lc D() C 2 be accretive mapping d z" [0, + ) be

cominuous. If the follong conditions e safisd:

(i) h,re e=s ’() [0, + ) such

lira
p(z(t + t) z(t)

(ii) (0) 0 e D()
(iii) z’(t) e z(t) a.c. e (0, + ),
then such z() is uquc.
PROOF. Suppose the comr, there =sts othr ’[0, + ) E wch is connuous d

saiscs conditions (D-(iii). Let m() p(z() (t)). By () in Prosion 2.2, wc ow

Puheorc, there csl u(t) z() d v() () such z’() (), (t) v(t) a.e

(0, + ), hncc wc have

-() [() (), () + (t)].

II follows om Theorem 2.2 ha O-m(t) 0, d so

p(() ()) p((0) (0)) 0 for

This implies that x(t) y(t) for all E [0, + c)
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THEOREM 2.4. Let M C E be a nonempty convex subset and z E E be a given point Then the
following conditions are equivalent

(i) p2 (Yo z) _< p2 (y- z) for all V E M,
(ii) (Yo x, y yo),+ _> 0

PROOF. (i) = (ii) Since p (Yo z) <_ p (l/- z) for all y e M, letting z Yo + (1 a)( y0)
for any y M, a (0, 1), then z M (since M is convex), and so p, (Y0 z) _< p(yo z /

(1 c)(y Yo)), a E (0, 1), y 6 M,

i.e.
P((Yo x) 4- (1 a)(y Yo)) P,(Yo x) > 0 Vy e M t 6 (0,1).

1-

Letting a -, 1 we get

[yo z, y yo],+ > 0 for all y e M.

(ii) = (i) Since [Yo x, y Yo] _> O, we have

1
(p,((o ) + h(- o)) ,(o )) > O, Vh > O,

e., P,(Yo x) <_ P,(Yo x / h(y Yo)), Vh > O. Letting h 1 we have

P, (yo x) _< P, (Y X) for all y6M.

This completes the proof
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